
EIFS Transformation
An Illinois Redevelopment Program Creates
Festival Grounds from an Eyesore

�F ive years after, a new

venue.” A recent headline

in the Register Star of

Rockford, Ill., tells how a

crumbling industrial park on the once

hazardous Rock River has been trans-
formed into Davis Park, the city’s new

outdoor festival grounds.

Concern over the nation’s industrial

wastelands had gone beyond the con-

science of environmentalists and into

the heart, mind and wallet of the gen-

eral public. Cleanup and rehabilitation

of long-abandoned pockets of decay

have created public land dedicated to

Founders Landing at
Davis Park in Rockford,
Ill., which was trans-
formed from an eyesore
to a delight with a little
help from EIFS, was
recently profiled as a �top
project� by The Outside/In,
the quarterly newsletter
of the EIFS Industry
Members Association.
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ecological and cultural renewal through

a new appreciation for nature, music

and the arts.

David Hagney is the architect whose

task it was to transform a dilapidated

industrial building on the Rock River

into the a colorful centerpiece for the

city’s new park. The original substrates

being poured for concrete walls, block

and brick presented quite a challenge.

After examining the possibilities, Hag-
ney chose an exterior insulation and

finish system to solve the problem.

EIFS Distributor Sean McConnell of

Badgerland Supply explains, “The

design freedom of the insulation board,

its easy attachment to just about any
substrate and the low maintenance of
acrylic finish made EIFS the obvious

choice.”

To ensure a permanent result the city

could be proud of, Badgerland Supply’s

McConnell and Terry Jungerberg of
Superior Drywall worked closely with

“The design freedom
of the insulation
board, its easy
attachment to just
about any substrate
and the low mainte-
nance of acrylic
finish made EIFS the
obvious choice.”

Sean McConnell,
Badgerland Supply

the designers at every stage. They paid

special attention to the proper choice of

EIFS components.

After McConnell learned that a dark

color was selected to face a southern

exposure, he immediately consulted

Parex color technicians about heat

buildup. Parex, an EIFS manufacturer

in Redan, Ga., suggested switching to a
polyisocyanurate board whose surface
temperature is 250 degrees Fahrenheit,

compared to traditional EPS board’s
165 degrees.

For the graphic build-outs Superior

Drywall used Parex System R. They
built up 2-inch Celotex Quick R

boards to a total thickness of between 5
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inches and 7 inches. Each layer was mechanically fastened

followed by Parex 3.01 base coat embedded with Long

Detail Mesh.

On the areas most vulnerable to wind-driven rain and pol-

lution, they applied the base coat to all the sloped areas to

help repel water. McConnell, a nationally recognized color

expert, custom tinted the acrylic finish.

The park has blossomed with yellow, orange and purple
but not from flowers. The colorful finish now covers
images of gears, screws and washers that help celebrate the

significance of the Lorden Building, an industrial land-

mark.

The new building serves as not only as the centerpiece of

the park, but also as a dual musical stage where two per-
formances can be given simultaneously.

The people of Rockford are especially receptive to the

makeover. One person who wrote to the local paper

describes it well: “The colorful scene down there is an eye-

delight because before it was just an eye-sore.”
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